Home page of the INPIT

This image is the top page of the INPIT web-site and this site can be accessed on above URL. INPIT web-site has a banner of IPDL. Please click on the banner to move to IPDL top page.

IPDL top page

IPDL top page has three database menus, ‘Patents & Utility Model’, ‘Design’, ‘Trademark’ and one references menu, ‘Database Contents.’ Each item in ‘Database contents’ reference shows scope of the gazettes which are stored in IPDL or some information which would be needed or could help you to search IP related documents and information in IPDL.
All gazettes of Patents or Utility Modes issued after 1883 are available in this service. A patent number or a publication of unexamined application number is required however an application number cannot be used for search in this database. To search a patent document with an application number, please refer to the next chapter ‘Patent & Utility Model Concordance.’

Machine translated English gazettes are available in this service, however, since the gazettes issued before 1992 are stored as an image of photocopies, these gazettes cannot be machine translated in English. In addition, PAJ, Patent Abstract of Japan, will be displayed for some patent applications initially if the PAJ has been made for it.

How to retrieve a gazette in this database:

Enter a letter representing the kind of document, 'A' represents the publications of unexamined applications and 'B' represents the granted patents.

Then, enter the document number/patent numbers then click on the ‘Search’ button to conduct a search.
Patent & Utility Model Concordance

This database allows you to find the number in each stage of an application with one of its numbers, an application number, an unexamined application number or patent/registration number. For example, a publication of unexamined application number and a patent number, if it was granted, are available by search with its application number.

How to retrieve the patent documents in this database:

Select a kind of numbers from the Kind code list box and enter the Document Number as a search query then click on the ‘Search’ button in database interface. Then the database returns search results page.

Select the type of document you would like to see from the Kind code list box in the results page then click on the ‘List’ button to display the list of document and click on the link of document to display the document itself.

The PAJ, Patent Abstracts of Japan would be displayed initially if it was made, unless it was made, the publications of unexamined application will be displayed.

The machine translated document, the original gazette and the legal status are available by clicking each button in the PAJ.
FI/F-term Search

All Patent & Utility Model gazettes issued by the JPO and PAJ can be retrieved with IPC, FI and/or F-term in this database. An appropriate FI/F-term for FI/F-term search could be confirmed in the Patent Map Guidance.

Enter the operational expression that uses IPC, FI and/or F-term. Then click on Search.

Patent Map Guidance

It is highly recommended to understand an appropriate patent classification, IPC, FI, or F-term, to search the patent documents in FI/F-term Search database. Hierarchy of IPC, FI, F-term could be confirmed in this service.

*FI is the Japanese patent classification system consists of IPC symbol and a subdivision symbol, three digit numbers, and/or a file discrimination symbol.
**F-term** is the Japanese patent classification system as well as FI. F-term is constructed by subdivided/re-classified technologies with multiple view points.
Searching PAJ


In text search, it is available to search the PAJ with applicants’ name, title of invention, or technical terms. Please refer the notes bellow for details. And date of publication and IPC are also available to narrow the scope of search.

In number search, Application/Publication/Registration/Appeal numbers are able as a search query.

- notes -

- From 1976 to 1997, only the publications of (unexamined) patent applications of some exact technical fields were made into the PAJs and the other were not. Please refer to online HELP in the PAJ search page for further information. [http://www19.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/PAJ/html/help/paj_main_database.html](http://www19.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/PAJ/html/help/paj_main_database.html)

- Only ‘the publication of (unexamined) patent applications’ published in Japan can be a source of PAJ. ‘Published Japanese translations of PCT international publication for patent applications’ are not made into PAJ.

- Each PAJ issued as from 1993 has a ‘Legal Status’ information. Click on the ‘Legal Status’ button in the upper right hand corner of the PAJ to display its Legal Status.

Since the PAJs have not been publishing as the official gazettes, the contents of PAJ are not verified by both the JPO and the INPIT. Therefore, it is strongly recommended that the details of the contents should be confirmed by the corresponding original official gazette.